IESG EVALUATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

draft-17  IESG evaluation => Some DISCUSS positions

draft-18  IESG DISCUSS resolutions
           GREASE
           Minor consistency fixes found in interop testing

draft-19  Nits Brendan found in draft-18 changes

draft-20  Ambiguities found in interop testing
**Interop!**

Six independent implementations participating

🎉 **Full interop between MLSpp and Wickr! 🎉**

- **Test vectors** covering deterministic parts of the protocol
- **Live test scripts** to cover the rest
  - “Shallow tests” - Minimal scenarios that cover all functionality
  - “Deep tests” - 100 random commits to explore more complex cases

https://github.com/mlswg/mls-implementation
#mls-interop on ietf.slack.com
IESG STATE: APPROVED

Onward!
To the RFC Editor!